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Create list variable in robot framework

12/16/16 Thomas Jaspers No Comments old Robot Framework Tutorial.The Robot Framework supports working with collections for writing tests and keywords. For example, one scenario for lists is to use them in loops. The system in the test can also return lists, which can then be easily further processed in the tests.
We've seen some examples for this already in the keyword-related post of this series. But in this article we want to delve a little deeper into the topic. Before starting it should be noted that Library Collections is a standard Library Robot Framework, and so included in each installation without the necessary installation of
something on top. Very simple ExampleLet take a look at this first very simple example. We define the list using the Create List keyword. Then we save the size of the list using the keyword Get Length. We're finally verifying our expectations. This is a valid though completely meaningless test :-). Settings *** Library
collection collections *** Test cases *** Check the element number @{MY_SIMPLE_LIST}= Create a list of Star Trek Star Wars Battleship Galactica ${NUM}= The length of the get ${MY_SIMPLE_LIST} should be the same as the integers ${NUM} 3 The funny example above is that importing the Collections library is not
necessary at all. All keywords used are part of the Robot Framework Build-In library. Anyway, it hopefully gives some first look at working with lists. Examples here have been added to the robot-keyword-tutorial on Git. This way it's perhaps quite easy to play with the examples given here. One thing that can be a little
confusing when starting to work with lists are the different notes used. Sometimes the variables representing lists are the prefix @ and sometimes with $. Fortunately, the solution to this is pretty simple: $-notation is used to solve the list as such (most keywords working with lists expect this). @-notation is used to resolve
individual elements from the list. For example, if a keyword expects two action values as parameters, you can also use a list that contains two elements by using @-notation. The small extension of the above example shows how it works. Settings *** Library collection collections *** Test cases *** Check element number
@{MY_SIMPLE_LIST}= Create star trek star wars battleship list Galactica ${NUM}= Length ${MY_SIMPLE_LIST} should be the same as integers ${NUM} 3 Demo Keyword Star Trek Star Wars Battleship Galactica Demo Keyword @{MY_SIMPLE_LIST} *** Keywords *** Demo Keyword [Arguments] ${NAME_1}
${NAME_2} ${NAME_3} Log Many Name 1: ${NAME_1} Log Many Name 2: ${NAME_2} Log Many Name 3: ${NAME_3} Both calls to the Demo keyword are equally working. A more advanced ExampleLet is to delve a little deeper into working with collections. First of all, we another way of defining the list as a variable,
which can then be used globally in all test test bodies. Note: Do not use the keyword Create List when defining global variables because it is not necessary, and it would be added as an element to the list instead! In the Check List Test we use some simple keywords to do some checks on our list. In process list test we
are really changing our list which obviously affects all test cases after this that use this list. This is done here only for demonstration purposes and is not really a recommendation for real-life projects. It's too easy to mess things up, for example, when switching test sequences. Settings *** Library collection collections ***
Variables *** @{MY_SIMPLE_LIST}= Star Trek Star Wars Battleship Galactica *** Test Cases *** Test List Test List should contain ${MY_SIMPLE_LIST} Star Wars List should not contain duplicates ${MY_SIMPLE_LIST} Process List Test ${ELEMENT}= Removed from list ${MY_SIMPLE_LIST} 0 should be 0 equal
${ELEMENT} Next Process Test Star Trek {NUM}= Get length ${MY_SIMPLE_LIST} should be the same as integers ${NUM} 2 Join to list ${MY_SIMPLE_LIST} Space 2063 @{TEMP_LIST}= Create list star wars space 2063 List should contain subcourt ${MY_SIMPLE_LIST} ${TEMP_LIST} The last test test of the next
list of processes shows that the list has changed :-). In addition, it shows a different way to edit lists by adding an element and one way to compare the contents of two lists. Working with elementsagain dictionary let's start with a trivial example. Just like working with lists, we don't have to include the Collections library
because basic support for the dictionary data type is included in the built-in content library. Settings *** *** Test Cases *** Dictionary Test &amp;{MOVIE_CATEGORY_SAMPLE}= Create Dictionary Action=Die Hard scifi=Star Trek ${NUM}= The length of the get ${MOVIE_CATEGORY_SAMPLE} should be the same as
the integer ${NUM} 2 What is called a dictionary within a robotic framework is probably better known as a hashmap or hashtable. Not sure how often this is really necessary when writing tests. Honestly I've never seen or used it in any real life project so far. By the way, the syntax is very similar to what we saw from
working with lists. The main difference in the above example is the notary using the symbol &amp;-to define the dictionary and of course the elements are composed of key/value-pairs here. Settings *** Library Collection Collections Collections *** Test Cases *** Control Test &amp;{MOVIE_CATEGORY_SAMPLE}=
Create Dictionary Action=Die Hard scifi=Star Trek Dictionary should contain ${MOVIE_CATEGORY_SAMPLE} Die Hard Dictionary should contain key ${MOVIE_CATEGORY_SAMPLE} scifi In the above example, we use some keywords from the library to ensure that we can work on dictionary keys on its values. This is
documented in the appropriate keywords. ConclusionCollections - probably mainly Lists - can be very useful when writing tests with the Robot Framework. The Collections library is a place to search for matching keywords. In addition of course the very basic stuff that comes with build-in libraries as well. As with all
keyword libraries it is always a good idea to browse a little through the documentation to get an idea of what features are available. The Scalar variable has one value at a time, and this is one component that assumes a range of numbers. Scalar variable is used to store strings, objects, list, etc. The formula syntax of the
alarm variable is ${variablename} Let us know how to create and use an acular variable. In the Ride Features article, we created the first test case, create a scalar variable by using the command below to open the Ride Editor ride.py Click on the project that you created, or if you want to create a new project, see create a
new project. Click the Test Suite that you created, and then you can see the test cases. Right-click the test kit (Demo1), and then select the new scalar Once you select a new scalar, the lower pop-up window appears on the AI, enter the variable name inside the curly brackets ${var}. I put a value like 4 and we can
provide any comment describing why we have this variable, I'm passing the comment because this is my first scalar variable and then click OK. If the scalar variable has been successfully created, it will be displayed below the test set. I'm creating another scalar variable ${var2} Now go to the first test case and instead of
the values 4 and 4, I'll give as ${var1} and ${var2} Click the Run tab at the top of the editor, and then select the first test case, and then click Start. The output is click on the message protocol, and the protocol report is as below screenshot shown Test Execution log is as below screenshot shown Suite Demo and the test
case is as below screenshot shownLocators in selenium List variable will have an array of values, the values in the list are matched with square brackets and separated by a comma. The list variable syntax is @{variablename} @{user}=[Jaanu, Jhanvi] Let's see how to create a list variable Right-click the test set (Demo1)
and select a new list variable. Fill in the required sections, and here I give the name as a user and select the column number as one and then enter two values like Jaanu and Jhanvi and then click, ok. You can see the list variable displayed under the Create Test Case test kit called the second test case, and add a
statement to compare the arguments with the index value. Here we use the claim should not be the same as the strings now, click the Run tab, and then select the second test case and click Start. CSS Basics Dictionary variables are similar to the list of variables in which we pass the index as an argument. However, for
a dictionary variable, we can store details in key and value pairs. The dictionary variable syntax is: &amp;{variablename}=['key1': value1 key2: value2',.......] &amp;{user}=['name': 'Rakul', 'age': '21'] Create a dictionary variable before creating a new test case to explain the dictionary variable. Create a keyword as it should
be the same as the string in the third test case Right click on demo suite and then select the new dictionary variables When you open the dictionary popup, type the name of the dictionary, and then type each item in the format key = value format. Now return to the third test case and enter the arguments as below
screenshot shown Click the Run tab, and then select the third test case, and then click Start. 0 Results Variables are an integral part of the Robot Framework, and can be used at most sites in test data. They're most commonly used in keyword arguments in test case tables and keyword tables, but all settings also allow
variables in their values. A normal keyword name cannot be entered with a variable, but the keyword BuiltIn_:name:'Run keyword' can be used to get the same effect. The Robot Framework has custom variables that can be used as scalars, lists, or dictionaries using the syntax ${SCALAR}, @{LIST} and &amp;{DICT}.
Additionally, environment variables can be used directly with the syntax %{ENV_VAR}. Variables are useful, for example, in the following cases: When strings change frequently in test data. With variables, you just need to make these changes in one place. When you create system-independent and operating system-
independent test data. This makes it much easier to use variables instead of fixed code strings (for example, ${RESOURCES} instead of c:resources or ${HOST} instead of 10.0.0.1:8080). Because variables can be set from the command line during tests, changing system-specific variables is easy (for example, --
variable HOST:10.0.0.2:1234 --variable SOURCE:/opt/resources). It also facilitates location testing, which often involves running the same tests with different chains. If you need to have objects other than strings than keyword arguments. This is not possible without variables. When different keywords, even in different
test libraries, you need to communicate. You can assign a return value from one keyword to a variable and pass it as an argument to another. When the values in the test data are long or otherwise complex. For example, ${URL} is shorter than . If a nonexistent variable is used in the test data, the keyword that uses it will
fail. If the same syntax is used for needed as a literal chain, it must be as in ${NAME}. Using variables This section explains how to use variables, including the normal syntax of the ${var}, how to use variables in list and dictionary contexts such as @{var} and &amp;{var}, and how to use environment variables such as %
{var}. The different ways to create variables are described in the following sections. Robot Framework variables, like keywords, are insensitive to large and underline are ignored. However, it is recommended that you use uppercase letters with global variables (such as ${PATH} or ${TWO WORDS}) and lowercase letters
with local variables that are only available in certain test cases or user keywords (for example, ${my var}). More importantly, however, the case should be used consistently. A variable name consists of an identifier of the variable type ($, @, &amp;, ), curly brackets ({, }), and the actual name of the variable between
brackets. Unlike some programming languages, where similar variable syntax is used, curly braces are always mandatory. Variable names can have basically any characters between curly brackets. However, it is recommended to use only alphabetic characters from and to z, numbers, underscore, and space are
recommended, and it is even a requirement to use extended variable syntax. The scalar syntax of the variable The most common way to use variables in robot framework test data is to use the formula variable syntax as ${var}. If this syntax is used, the variable name is replaced with its value as it is. Most time variable
values are strings, but variables can contain any object, including numbers, lists, dictionaries, or even custom objects. The example below illustrates the use of scalar variables. Assuming the variables ${GREET} and ${NAME} are available and assigned to Hello and world, both examples of test cases are equivalent.
Test Cases *** Constants Log Hello Log Hello, World! Log of variables ${GREET} Log ${GREET}, ${NAME}!! If a scalar variable is used separately without text or other variables around it, such as ${GREET} above, the variable is replaced with its value as it is, and the value can be any object. If the variable is not used
separately, such as ${GREER}, ${NAME}!! above, its value is converted to a string first, and then concatenates with other data. Note Variable values are used as-is without conversions even when you pass arguments to keywords by using 'named arguments'_ syntax such as argname =${var}. The example below
demonstrates the difference between a variable alone or with other content. First, suppose we have the variable ${STR} set to Hello, world! and ${OBJ} set to an instance of the following Java object: Public Class MyObj { Public Strings toString() { return Hi, terra!; } } With these variables set, then we have the following
test data: *** Test cases *** Objects KW 1 ${STR} KW 2 ${OBJ} KW 3 I said KW 4 You said ${OBJ} Finally, when these test data are converted, different keywords receive arguments, as explained below: Note: Note Converting variables to Unicode clearly fails if the variable cannot be represented as Unicode. This can
happen, for example, if you try to use byte sequences as keyword arguments to cateminate values together as ${byte1}${byte2}. The solution is to create a variable that contains the entire value and uses it separately in a cell (e.g. List variable syntax If the variable is used as an akalar as ${EXAMPLE}, its value is used
as is. If a variable is a list or list value, it can also be used as a list variable, such as @{EXAMPLE}. In this case, the list is expanded, and each item is passed as separate arguments. This is easiest to explain with an example. Assuming the variable @{USER} has a value of ['robot', 'secret'], the following two test cases
are equivalent: *** Test cases *** Constants Log the robot's secret list variable Log @{USER} The Robot Framework stores its own variables in one internal repository and allows their use as scalars, lists or dictionaries. Using a variable as a list requires its value to be a Python list or a similar list object. The Robot
Framework does not allow strings to be used as lists, but other iterable objects such as tuples or dictionaries are accepted. Starting with Robot Framework 4.0, the extension list can be used in combination with access to a list item to make the following uses possible: *** Test cases *** Nested container ${nested} =
Evaluate [['a', 'b', 'c'], {'key': ['x', 'y']}] Log many @{nested}[0] # Records 'a', 'b' and 'c'. Log many @{nested}[1][key] # Logs x and y. Slice ${items} = Create a list of the first second third of the Journal Many @{items}[1:] # Logs second and third. Use a list of variables with other data You can use a list of variables with other
arguments, including other variables in the list. Test cases *** Example of a keyword @{LIST} Multiple args Keyword ${SCALAR} @{LIST} Constant keyword @{LIST} @{ANOTHER} @{ONE MORE} Using list variables with settings list variables can only be used with some settings__. They can be used in arguments for
imported libraries and variable files, but the library and file variable names themselves cannot be a list of variables. Even with settings and teardowns the list variable cannot be used as a keyword name, but can be used in arguments. They can be freely used with tag-related settings. The use of adlar variables is possible
in those locations where the list of variables are not supported. Setting *** Example libraryLibrary @{LIB ARGS} # This library works ${LIBRARY} @{LIB ARGS} # This library works @{LIBRARY AND ARGS} # This does not work package Contains some keyword @{KW ARGS} # This works Set up ${KEYWORD} @{KW
ARGS} # This works Set @{KEYWORD AND ARGS} # This does not work by default @{TAGS} # This dictionary variable syntax As described above, the variable that contains the list can be used as a list variable to pass list items to a keyword as individual arguments. Similarly, a variable that contains a Python
dictionary or a dictionary-like object can be used as a dictionary variable, such as &amp;{EXAMPLE}. In practice, this means that the dictionary is expanded and individual items are transferred as named argumenty_ to the keyword. Assuming the variable &amp;{USER} is {'name': robot, password: secret}, these two test
cases are equivalent. Test cases *** Constants Login name = robot password = secret dict variable Login &amp;{USER} Starting with Robot Framework 4.0, dictionary expansion can be used in combination with dictionary access items allowing use as &amp;{nested}[key] possible. Use dictionary variables with other data
You can use dictionary variables with other arguments, including other dictionary variables. Because the syntax of the named argument _ requires positional arguments before the named argument, dictionaries can be followed only by named arguments or other dictionaries. Test cases *** Example of keyword &amp;
{DICT} with name=arg Keyword placement @{LIST} &amp;{DICT} Keyword &amp;{DICT} &amp;{ANOTHER} &amp;{ONE MORE} Using dictionary variables with dictionary variable settings generally cannot be used with settings. The only exceptions are imports, settings, and demolition, where dictionaries can be used
as arguments. Settings *** Example libraryLibrary &amp;{LIB ARGS} Package settings Some keyword &amp;{KW ARGS} named =arg Access list and dictionary entries You can access lower variable entries, such as lists and voctionaries, using special syntax such as ${var}[item] or ${var}[nested][item]. Starting with
Robot Framework 4.0, it is also possible to use access to an item along with expanding the list and expanding the dictionary by using the syntax @{var}[item] and &amp;{var}[item], respectively: Before The Robot Framework 3.1 normal entry access syntax was @{var}[item] with lists and &amp;{var}[item] with dictionaries.
Robot Framework 3.1 introduced the general syntax ${var}[item] along with some other nice improvements, and the old item access syntax was outdated in Robot Framework 3.2. Access sequential entries You can access a specific item of a variable that contains a sequence (such as a list, string, or slices) with the
syntax ${var}[index], where the index is the index of the selected value. Indexes start from scratch, negative indexes can be used to access items from the end, and an attempt to access an item with too large an index causes an error. Indexes are automatically converted to integers, and variables can also be used as
indexes. Test cases *** Login positive index ${USER}[0] ${USER}[1] Name should be welcome ${USER}[0]! Negative index keyword ${SEQUENCE}[-1] Index defined as variable Keyword ${SEQUENCE}[${INDEX}] ${SEQUENCE}[${INDEX}] access to the item also supports the same slice function as Python with syntax
as ${var}[1:]. With this syntax, you will not receive a single item, but a slice of the original sequence. As with Python, you can enter the initial index, End Index and Step: *** Test Cases *** Initial Index Keyword ${SEQUENCE}[1:] End Index Keyword ${SEQUENCE}[:4] Start and End Keyword ${SEQUENCE}[2:-1] Step
Keyword ${SEQUENCE}[::2] Keyword ${SEQUENCE}[1:-1:10] Note: The slice syntax is new in Robot Framework 3.1. This has been extended to work with list extensions such as @{var}[1:] in Robot Framework 4.0. Note Before Robot Framework 3.2, item and slice access was supported only by variables containing lists,
tuples, or other objects considered list-like. Currently, all sequences, including strings and substjues, are supported. Access to individual dictionary entries You can access a specific value of the dictionary variable with the syntax ${NAME}[key], where the key is the name of the selected value. Keys are treated as strings,
but keys that are not strings can be used as variables. Dictionary values accessed in this way can be used in a similar way to alar variables. If the key is a string, you can also access its value by using the ${NAME.key} attribute access syntax. For more details about this syntax, see Create dictionary variables. Test cases
*** Dictionary variable entry Login ${USER}[name] ${USER}[password] Name should be welcome ${USER}[name]! Key defined as Log Lot variable ${DICT}[${KEY}] ${DICT}[${42}] Access to login attributes {USER.name} ${USER.password} Name should be welcome ${USER.name}! Nested access to items Nested
variables can also be accessed using the same item access syntax as ${var}[item1][item2]. This is especially useful when working with JSON data, which is often returned by REST services. For example, if the variable ${DATA} contains [{'id': 1, name: Robot}, {'id': 2, name: Mr. X}], these tests should pass: *** Test cases
*** Nested access to an item should be equal to ${DATA}[0][name] The robot should be equal to ${DATA}[1][id] ${2} Environment variables Robot Framework allows you to use environment variables in test data using the syntax %{ENV_VAR_NAME}. They are limited to string values. The default value that is used if the



environment variable does not exist can be determined by separating the variable name and default value with an equal sign such as %{ENV_VAR_NAME=default}. Environment variables set in the operating system before the test is performed are available during it, and it is possible to create new ones with the keyword
:name:'Set Environment Variable' or delete existing ones with the keyword :name:'Delete Environment Variable', both of which are available in the OperatingSystem_ library. Because environment variables are global, variables set in one test case may be used in other test cases carried out after it. However, environment
variables are not effective after performing the test. Test cases *** Environment variables Log Current user: %{USER} Run %{JAVA_HOME}${/}javac Environment variables with default settings Set port %{APPLICATION_PORT=8080} Support for comments to enter the default value is new in Robot Framework 3.2. Java
properties When running tests with Jython, you can access Java properties with the same syntax as environment variables. If there is an environment variable and a system property with the same name, the environment variable is used. Test cases *** System Properties Log %{user.name} of running tests on %
{os.name} Journal %{custom.property=default value} Creating variables Variables may spring into existence from different sources. Variable table The most common source variables are the variable tables in the test case files _ and the prostriedkov_. Variable tables are convenient because they allow you to create
variables in the same place as other test data and the necessary syntax is very simple. Their main disadvantage is that the values are always strings and can not be created dynamically. If any of them is a problem, 'variable files'_ can be used instead. Creating scalar variables The easiest possible mapping variable is to
set the string to the scalar variable. This is done by indicating the name of the variable (including ${}) in the first column of the Variable table and the values in the second column. If the second column is empty, the empty string is set as a value. An already defined variable can also be used in the value. Variables ***
${NAME} Robot Framework ${VERSION} 2.0 ${ROBOT} ${NAME} ${VERSION} Can also, but are not required, use an equal sign = after the variable name to make the variable mapping a little more explicit. Variables *** ${NAME} = Robot Framework ${VERSION} = 2.0 If the aclary variable has a long value, it can be
divided into multiple columns and rows__. By default, cells are catapulted with a space, but you can change it using separator = in first&lt;sep&gt; cell. Variables *** ${EXAMPLE} This value is associated with a space of ${MULTILINE} SEPARATOR= First line ... Second row The third row of creating a list of variables
Create a list of variables is as simple as creating an adlar variables. Again, the variable name is in the first column of the Variable table and the values in the following columns. A list variable can have any number of values, starting with zero, and if many values are needed, it can be divided into several riadkov__.
Variables *** @{NAMES} Matti Teppo @{NAMES2} @{NAMES} Seppo @{NOTHING} @{MANY} one two three four ... Five six seven Creating dictionary variable dictionary variables can be created in a table of variables similar to a list of variables. The difference is that you need to create items using the name=value
syntax or premenných slovníka. Ak sa &lt;/sep&gt; &lt;/sep&gt; multiple items with the same name takes precedence over the last value. If the name contains a literal sign of equality, it can escaped__ with an anti-tube slash as =. Variables *** &amp;{USER 1} name=Matti address=xxx phone=123 &amp;{USER 2}
name=Address Teppo=yyy phone=456 &amp;{MANY} first=1 second=${2} ${3}=third &amp;{EVEN MORE} &amp;{MANY} first=override empty= ... =empty key\=here=value Dictionary variables have two additional properties compared to regular Python dictionaries. First, the values of these dictionaries are accessible as
attributes, which means that you can use extended variable syntax such as ${VAR.key}. This only works if the key is a valid attribute name and does not match any normal attribute that Python dictionaries have. For example, an individual value &amp;{USER}[name] can be accessed as ${USER.name} (note that $is
required in this context), but the use of ${MANY.3} is not possible. Note Starting with Robot Framework 3.0.3, dictionary variable keys are accessible recursively as ${VAR.nested.key}. This makes it easier to work with nested data structures. Another special feature of dictionary variables is that they are ordered. This
means that if these dictionaries are iterated, their entries are always imported in the order in which they are defined. This can be useful if dictionaries are used as a list of variables with 'for loops'_ or otherwise. If the dictionary is used as a list variable, the actual value contains the dictionary keys. For example, the
variable @{MANY} would be [first, second, 3]. Variable set variable files are the most powerful mechanism for creating different kinds of variables. It is possible to assign variables to any objects that use them, and also allow you to dynamically create variables. The formula syntax of the variable file and the use of
variable files is explained in the Resource and Premenných_. Setting variables at the command line Variables can be set from the command line either individually with the option ::'-variable (-v)' or by using a variable file with the option ::'--variablefile (-V)'. Variables set from the command line are globally available for all
test data sets performed, and also overwrite possible variables with the same names in the Variable table and in the variable files imported in the test data. The syntax for setting individual variables is :option:'-variable name:value, where the name is the name of the variable without ${} and the value is its value. Use this
option to set several variables several times. With this syntax, only scalar variables can be set and only string values can be obtained. --variable EXAMPLE:value --variable HOST:localhost:7272 --variable USER:robot In the above examples, the variables are set so that ${EXAMPLE} gets the value ${HOST} and
${USER} to get localhost:7272 values, and the robot basic syntax for taking 'variable files'_ into use from the command line is and 'Taking variable files into use'_ section has more information. Which variables are actually created depends on what variables are referenced in the variable file. If both variable files and
individual variables are listed from the command line, they have a higher priority. Returning values from keywords Returns from keywords can also be set to variables. This allows communication between different keywords as well as in different test libraries. Variables set in this way are otherwise similar to any other
variables, but are only available in the local range in which they are created. Therefore, for example, you cannot set a variable like this in one test case and use it in another. This is because, in general, automated test cases should not depend on each other, and the random setting of a variable used elsewhere can
cause difficult-to-debug errors. If there is a real need to set a variable in one test case and use it in another case, the key BuiltIn_ can be used as explained in the next section. Assigning adlar variables Any value returned by a keyword can be assigned to an action variable. As illustrated by the example below, the syntax
requested is very simple: *** Test Cases *** Rollback ${x} = Get X argument Journal We have ${x}! In the example above, the value returned by the 'name:'Get X' keyword is first set to ${x} and then used in the :name:'Log' keyword. Having a sign equal to = after the variable name is not required, but it makes the mapping
clearer. Creating local variables like this works both in the test case and at the user keyword level. Note that although a value is assigned to an aquaral variable, it can be used as a list variable if it has a value similar to a list and as a dictionary variable if it has a value similar to a dictionary. Test Cases *** Example ${list}
= Create list of the first second third Length should be ${list} 3 Journal Many @{list} Assign list variables If a keyword returns a list or any object, which is assigned to a list, it can be assigned to a list variable: *** Test cases *** Example @{list} = Create list of the first second third Length should be ${list} 3 Log Many @{list}
Because all Robot Framework variables are stored in the same namespace, there is not much difference between assigning a value to an action variable or list variable. This can be seen by comparing the last two examples above. The main differences are that when you create a variable list, the Robot Framework
automatically verifies that the value is a list or list-like, and the stored variable value will be a new list created from the return value. When you assign to an adlar variable, the return value is not verified and the stored value will be exactly the same object that was Assign dictionary variables If a keyword returns a
dictionary or any object similar to a dictionary, it can be associated with a dictionary dictionary Test cases *** Example &amp;{dict} = First create dictionary= 1 second = {2} $ {3} = third length should be ${dict} 3 Do something &amp;{dict} Log ${dict.first} Because all Robot Framework variables are stored in the same
namespace, it would also be possible to assign the dictionary to an action variable and use it later than the dictionary if necessary. However, there are some real advantages in creating a dictionary variable explicitly. First, the Robot Framework verifies that the return value is dictionary-like or dictionary-like because it
verifies that the list of variables can only get a list-like value. A greater benefit is that the value is converted to a special dictionary, which is also used when creating dictionary variables in a table of variables. The values in these dictionaries are accessible by accessing attributes such as ${dict.first} in the example above.
These dictionaries are also sorted, but if the original dictionary has not been ordered, the resulting order is arbitrary. Assign multiple variables If a keyword returns a list or object similar to a list, you can assign individual values to multiple alarian variables or to alarm variables and list variables. Test cases *** Assign more
${a} ${b} ${c} = Get three ${first} @{rest} = Get three @{before} ${last} = Get three ${begin} @{middle} ${end} = Get Three Provided that the keyword :name:'Get Three' returns a list [1, 2, 3] that creates the following variables: ${a}, ${b} and ${c} with values of 1, 2, and 3. ${first} with a value of 1, and @{rest} with [2, 3].
@{before} with [1, 2] and ${last} with $3. ${begin} with 1, @{middle} with [2] and ${end} at 3. It is an error if the returned list has more or fewer values such as acular variables to assign. Additionally, only one list variable is allowed, and dictionary variables can only be assigned separately. Using :name:'Set
Test/Suite/Global Variable' keywords The BuiltIn_ library has the keywords :name:'Set Test Variable', :name:'Set Suite Variable' and :name:'Set Global Variable', which can be used to dynamically set variables during the execution of the test. If a variable already exists in a new range, its value is overwritten and
otherwise a new variable is created. Variables set to :name:'Set Test Variable' keyword are available everywhere within the currently performed test case. For example, if you set a variable in user keywords, it is available at the test case level, as well as in all other user keywords used in the current test. In other test
cases, variables are set using this keyword. Variables set to :name:'Set Suite Variable' keyword are available everywhere within the currently performed test set. Thus, setting variables with this keyword has the same effect as creating variables using the Variable table in a test file with or import them importing 'variable
files'_. Other test packages, including possible child test packages, will not recognise the variables set by this keyword. Variables set to :name:'Set Global Variable' keyword are globally available in all test cases and apartments executed after their setup. Thus, setting variables with this keyword has the same effect as
creating from a command line using the options:'--variable' or :option:'--variablefile'. Because this keyword can change variables everywhere, it should be used with caution. Built-in Robot Framework variables provide some built-in variables that are available automatically. Operating system variables Built-in variables
related to the operating system make it easier to create an agnostic test operating system. Available built-in variables Variables Explanation ${CURDIR} Absolute path to the directory where the test data file is located. This variable is case sensitive. ${TEMPDIR} Absolute path to the temporary system directory. In UNIX
systems, it is usually :file:'/tmp' and in Windows :file:'c:\\Documents and Settings\\&lt;user&gt;\\Local Settings\\Temp'. ${EXECDIR} Absolute path to the directory from which the test was run. ${/} System Directory Path Separator. / on Unix systems and :codesc:'\\' in Windows. : in Unix systems (a); in Windows. ${} System
Line Separator. :codesc:'\' on Unix systems and:codesc:'\\r\' in Windows. Test cases *** Example Create a binary file ${CURDIR}${/}input .data Some text here${}on two lines Set classpath variable ${TEMPDIR}${:}${CURDIR}${/}foo.jar Numeric variables The variable syntax can be used to create both in-whole and
floating-point numbers, as shown in the example below. This is useful when a keyword expects a real number and not a string that simply looks like a number as an argument. Test cases *** Example 1A Connection example.com 80 # Connection gets two strings as arguments Example 1B Connection example.com ${80}
# Connect gets string and integer Example 2 To X ${1 3.. 14} ${-1e-4} # Do X gets numbers with movable radio 3.14 and -0.0001 It is possible to create integers also from binary, octal, (a) hexadecimal values using 0b, 0o and 0x prefixes. Syntax is insensitive. Test cases *** Example should be ${0b1011} ${11} should be
${0o10} ${8} equal to ${0xff} ${255} should be equal to ${0B1010} ${0XA} Boolean and no/null variables Also Boolean values and Python None and Java null can be created using a syntax variable similar to numbers. Test cases *** Boolean set status ${true} # Set status becomes boolean true as Create Y argument
something ${false} # Create Y gets and boolean fake No XYZ ${None} # Do XYZ gets Python None as null argument ${ret} = Get arg value # Check you get &lt;/user&gt; &lt;/user&gt; returns Java null Should Be Equal ${ret} ${null} These variables are case-sensitive, so for example, ${True} and ${true} are equivalent.
Additionally, ${None} and ${null} are synonymous because when you run tests on the Jython Interpreter, Jython automatically converts none and null to the correct format if necessary. Space and empty variables You can create spaces and empty strings by using the variables ${SPACE} and ${EMPTY}. These variables
are useful, for example, when you would otherwise need to 'escape spaces or blank cells'__ with a backslash. If more than one location is needed, you can use an extended variable syntax, such as ${SPACE* 5}. In the following example: the name:'Should Be Equal' keyword gets the same arguments, but those who use
variables are easier to understand than those who use anti-wary slashes. Test cases *** One space should be equal to ${SPACE} \ \ Four spaces should be equal to ${SPACE * 4} \ Ten spaces should be equal to ${SPACE * 10} \ quoted space should be ${SPACE} Quoted spaces should be equal to ${SPACE * 2} \
Blank should be equal to ${EMPTY} \ There is also an empty list variable @{EMPTY} and a blank dictionary variable &amp;{EMPTY}. Because they have no content, they basically disappear when used somewhere in the data test. For example, they are useful šablónach_ when a template keyword is used without
arguments, or when overwriting a list or dictionary variables in different ranges. Editing @{EMPTY} or &amp;{EMPTY} is not possible. Test cases *** Template [Template] Some keyword @{EMPTY} Override Set Global Variable @{LIST} @{EMPTY} Set Suite Variable &amp;{DICT} &amp;{EMPTY} Note ${SPACE}
represents the ASCII space (x20) and additional spaces should be specified using escape sekvencií__ such as xA0 (NO-BREAK SPACE) and u3000 (IDEOGRAPHIC SPACE). Automatic variables Some automatic variables can also be used in test data. These variables may have different values during the test, and
some of them are not even available at all times. Changing the value of these variables does not affect the original values, but some values can be dynamically changed using keywords from the BuiltIn'_ library. Available automatic variables Explanation of available variable ${TEST NAME} Name of the current test case.
Test Case @{TEST TAGS} Contains tags for the current test case in alphabetical order. Can be dynamically edited using :name:'Set Tags' and :name:'Remove Tags' keywords. Test case ${TEST DOCUMENTATION} Documentation of the current test case. Can be set dynamically using the keyword :name:'Set Test
Documentation'. Test case ${TEST STATUS} Status of the current test case, either PASS or FAIL. Test teardown_ ${TEST MESSAGE} Report the current test case. 'Teardown test'_ TEST NAME} Name of previous test or an empty string if no tests have yet been carried out. Everywhere ${PREV TEST STATUS} Status
of a previous test case: PASS, FAIL, or empty string when no tests have been performed. Everywhere ${PREV TEST MESSAGE} Possible error message for a previous test case. Everywhere ${SUITE NAME} Full name of the current test package. Everywhere ${SUITE SOURCE} Absolute path to the package file or
directory. Everywhere ${SUITE DOCUMENTATION} Documentation of the current test package. Can be set dynamically using the keyword :name:'Set Suite Documentation'. &amp;{SUITE METADATA} Free metadata for the current test package. Can be set using : name: 'Set Suite Metadata' keyword. Everywhere
${SUITE STATUS} Status of the current test package, PASS or FAIL. 'Suite teardown'_ ${SUITE MESSAGE} The full message of the current test package, including statistics. 'Suite teardown'_ ${KEYWORD STATUS} Status of the current keyword either PASS or FAIL. 'User keyword teardown'_ ${KEYWORD
MESSAGE} Possible error message for the current keyword. 'User keyword teardown'_ ${LOG LEVEL} Current 'log level'_. Everywhere ${OUTPUT FILE} Absolute path to the output súboru_. Everywhere ${LOG FILE} The absolute path to denníka__ or NONE when no log file is created. Everywhere ${REPORT FILE}
Absolute file path zostavy_ or NONE when no report is created. Everywhere ${DEBUG FILE} Absolute debug súboru_ or NONE when no debug file is created. Everywhere ${OUTPUT DIR} Absolute path to the output adresár_. Everywhere Suite related variables ${SUITE SOURCE}, ${SUITE NAME}, ${SUITE
DOCUMENTATION} and &amp;{SUITE METADATA} are already available when importing test libraries and variable files. Possible variables in these automatic variables are not yet resolved at the time of import, though. Variable priorities and ranges Variables originating from different sources have different priorities
and are available within different scopes. Priority variables Variables from the command line Variables set at the command line have the highest priority of all variables that can be set before the test is run. Overwrite possible variables created in the Variable tables in test case files, as well as in resource files and
variables imported in test data. Individually set variables (:option:'-variable' option) overwrite variables set using variable files_ (:option:'-variablefile). If you enter the same individual variable multiple times, the specified last one overwrites the previous variables. This allows you to set default values for variables in the
'start-up script'_ and override them from the command line. Note, however, that if multiple variable files have the same variables, those in the specified file have the highest priority. Table of variables in the test file Variables Variables using the table variable in the test case file are available for all test cases in this file.
These variables overwrite possible variables with the same names in imported resource files and variables. Variables created in variable tables are available in all other tables in the file in which they are created. This means that they can also be used in the Settings table, for example, to import multiple variables from
source and variable files. Imported resource files and variables Variables imported from resource files and premenných_ the lowest priority of all variables created in the test data. Variables from resource and variable file files have the same priority. If several sources and/or variable files have the same variables, those in
the file imported first are taken into use. If a resource file imports resource files or variable files, the variables in the custom variable table have a higher priority than the variables it imports. All of these variables are available for files that import this resource file. Note that variables imported from resource files and
variables are not available in the File Variable table that imports them. This is because the Variable table is being processed before the Settings table, which imports resource files and variable files. Variables set during the test Variables set during the test using either return values from keywords or Set Test/Suite/Global
Variable_ keywords always overwrite possible existing variables to the extent that they are set. In a sense, they therefore have the highest priority but, on the other hand, do not affect variables outside the scope to which they are defined. Built-in variables Built-in variables such as ${TEMPDIR} and ${TEST_NAME} have
the highest priority of all variables. They cannot be overwritten by using a variable table or from a command line, but can also be refreshed while performing a test. An exception to this rule is number variables that are handled dynamically if no variable is otherwise found. They can therefore be overcome, but this is
generally a bad idea. Additionally, ${CURDIR} is special because it is already replaced during test data processing. Variable ranges Depending on where and how they are created, variables can have a global, test package, test case, or local range. Global range Global variables are available everywhere in the test data.
These variables are usually set from the command line with the options 'option:'--variable' and 'option:'--variablefile', but you can also create new global variables or change existing ones with the keyword BuiltIn_ :name:'Set Global Variable' anywhere in the test data. In addition, there are global and built-in variables. It is
recommended to use letters with all global variables. Test package range Variables with test package range are available anywhere in the test session where the defined or imported. They can be created in a variable table, imported from 'sources and variable files'_, or set up while performing a test using the keyword
BuiltIn_:name:'Set Suite Variable'. The range of the test kit is not recursive, which means that variables available at a higher level of the test kit are not available in lower-level apartments. If necessary, resource files may be used to share variables, and premenných_ Since these variables can be considered globally in the
test file in which they are used, it is recommended that you use uppercase letters with them. Scope of the test case Variables with test case range are visible in the test case and used by the test in all user keywords. Initially, there are no variables in this range, but they can be created using the keyword
BuiltIn_:name:'Set Test Variable' anywhere in the test case. Also, variables in the test case range are some to expand globally. Therefore, it is generally recommended to use uppercase letters with them. The local range test cases and user keywords have a local range of variables that is not seen by other tests or
keywords. Local variables can be created using return values from keywords you've made, and user keywords will also receive arguments__. It is recommended that you use lowercase letters with local variables. Advanced functions of the Extended Variable Syntax variable The extended syntax variable allows access to
the attributes of the object of the associated variable (for example, ${object.attribute}) and even calls its methods (for example, ${obj.getName()}). It works with both scalar and list variables, but is especially useful with the former Extended Variable Syntax's powerful function, but should be used with care. Accessing
attributes is usually not a problem, on the contrary, because a single variable that contains an object with multiple attributes is often better than having several variables. On the other hand, calling methods, especially when used with arguments, can make test data quite complicated to understand. If this happens, it is
recommended that you move the code to the test library. The most common use of extended variable syntax is shown in the example below. First, suppose we have the following variable file and test case: MyObject class: def __init__(self, name): self.name = name def eat(self, what): return '%s eats %s' % (self.name,
what) def __str__(self): return self.name OBJECT = MyObject('Robot') DICTIONARY = {1: 'one', 2: 'two', 3: 'three'} *** Test cases *** Example KW 1 ${OBJECT.name} KW 2 ${OBJECT.eat('Cucumber')} KW 3 ${DICTIONARY[2]} For this test data , keywords receive arguments as explained below: The extended variable
syntax is evaluated in the following order: The variable is searched using the full variable name. the extended variable shall be evaluated only if no corresponding variable is found. A base variable name is created. Body Body the name consists of all characters after opening { until the first occurrence of a character that
is not an alphanumeric character or space. For example, the base variables ${OBJECT.name} and ${DICTIONARY[2]}) are OBJECT and DICTIONARY. Searching for the variable corresponding to the body. If there is no match, the exception is increased and the test case fails. The expression inside the curly brackets
evaluates to a Python expression so that the name of the base variable is replaced by its value. If the rating fails because of invalid syntax or because the queryed attribute does not exist, the exception is increased and the test fails. The entire extended variable shall be replaced by the value returned from the evaluation.
If the object used is implemented with Java, the extended variable syntax allows access to the attributes using the so-called bean properties. Basically, this means that if you have an object with the getName method set to ${OBJ}, the syntax ${OBJ.name} is equivalent but clearer than ${OBJ.getName()}. The Python
object used in the previous example could thus be replaced by the following Java implementation: Public MyObject: Private String Name; Public MyObject(String Name) { name; } public String getName() { return name; } public String eat(String what) { return name + eats + what; } public String eat(String eat(String what) {
return name + eats + what; } public String eat(String what) { return name + eats + what; } public string toString() { return name; } } Many standard Python objects, including strings and numbers, have methods that can be used explicitly or implicitly with advanced variable syntax. Sometimes it can be really useful and
reduce the need to set temporary variables, but it is also easy to use it and create really mysterious test data. The following examples show some pretty good uses. Test cases *** String ${string} = Set variable abc Log ${string.upper()} # Logs 'ABC' Log ${string * 2} # Logs 'abcabc' Number ${number} = Set Variable ${-2}
Log ${{} number * 10} # Logs -20 Log ${number.__abs__()} # Logs 2 Note that even if abs (number) is recommended more than number.__abs__() in the normal Python code, using ${abs(number)} does not work. This is because the variable name must be at the beginning of the extended syntax. The __xxx__ in test
data like this is already somewhat questionable, and it is usually better to move this kind of logic into test libraries. The extended variable syntax also works in the context of a list variable. For example, if an object associated with the variable ${EXTENDED} has an attribute that contains a list as a value, it can be used as
a list variable @{EXTENDED.attribute}. Advanced variable mapping It is possible to set attributes of objects stored on scalar variables by using keywords to return values and variations of the extended variable syntax. Assuming that we have the variable ${OBJECT} from previous examples, the attributes be set to it as in
Below. Test cases *** Example ${OBJECT.name} = Set variable New name ${OBJECT.new_attr} = Set attribute Variable New Advanced variable mapping syntax is evaluated using the following rules: The assigned variable must be an acoustic variable and must have at least one period. Otherwise, the extended
mapping syntax is not used, and the variable is assigned normally. If there is a variable with a full name (e.g. ${OBJECT.name} in the example above), a new value is assigned to that variable and the extended syntax is not used. A base variable name is created. The title body consists of all characters between the
opening ${ sign and the last dot, such as OBJECT at ${OBJECT.name} and foo.bar at ${foo.bar.zap}. As illustrated by the second example, the base name may contain the normal extended syntax of the variable. The attribute name to be set is created so that all characters between the last dot and closing }, such as the
name in ${OBJECT.name}. If the name does not start with a letter or underscore and contains only these characters and numbers, the attribute is considered invalid and the extended syntax is not used. Instead, a new variable with the full name is created. Searching for a variable that corresponds to the base name. If no
variable is found, the extended syntax is not used, and a new variable with the full variable name is created instead. If the variable found is a string or number, the extended syntax is ignored, and the new variable is created by using the full name. This is done because you cannot add new attributes to python strings or
numbers, and in this way the new syntax is also less backwardcompatible. If all previous rules match, the attribute is set to the base variable. If the setting fails for any reason, the exception is increased and the test fails. Note Unlike assigning variables that commonly use return values from keywords, changes made to
variables using advanced mapping syntax are not limited to the current range. Because no new variable is created, but the status of an existing variable changes instead, all tests and keywords that see that variable will see changes. Variables inside variables Variables are also allowed inside variables, and when this
syntax is used, variables are resolved from the inside out. For example, if you have the variable ${var${x}}, then ${x} will be resolved first. If the name is a value, the final value is then ${varname}. There may be several nested variables, but the solution to the furthest fails if one of them does not exist. In the example
below, 'name:'Do X' gets ${JOHN HOME} or ${JANE HOME}, depending on whether 'name:'Get Name' returns John or Jane. If something else is returned, the ${${name} HOME} solution will fail. Variables *** ${JOHN HOME} /home/john ${JANE HOME} /home/jane *** Test cases *** Example ${name} = Get Name X
${${name} ${${name} Inline Python evaluation The variable syntax can also be used to evaluate Python expressions. The basic syntax is ${{expression}}, i.e. there are double curly brackets around the expression. The expression can be any valid Python expression, such as ${{1 +2}} or ${{['a', 'list']}}. Spaces around the
expression are allowed, so ${{ 1+2}} and ${{ ['a', 'list'] }} are also valid. In addition to using common action variables, syntax also supports list variables and dictionary variables @{{expression}} and &amp;{{expression}}. The main use of this very advanced feature is: Evaluate Python expressions that include Framework
robot variables (${{only('${var}') &gt; 3}}, ${{$var[0] if $var there is no other}}). Create values that are not basic Python types (${{decimal. Decimal('0.11')}}, ${{datetime.date(2019, 11, 5)}}). Dynamically create values (${{random.randint(0, 100)}}, ${{datetime.date.today()}}). Create collections, especially nested collections
(${{[1, 2, 3, 4]}}, ${{ {'id': 1, name: Example, children: [7, 9]} }}). Access constants and other useful attributes in Python modules (${{math.pi}}, ${{platform.system()}}). This is somewhat similar to the function as the extended variable syntax discussed earlier. As the examples above illustrate, this syntax is even more
powerful because it provides access to Python built-in as just () and modules such as math. In addition to the fact that variables such as ${var} can be used in expressions (replaced before evaluation), variables are also available by using special $var during evaluation. The entire syntax of an expression is explained in
the Review výrazov_ Tip Instead of creating complex expressions, it is often better to move logic to a custom knižnice__. This facilitates maintenance, facilitates the understanding of test data and can also increase execution speed. Note The Inline Python evaluation syntax is new in Robot Framework 3.2. 3.2.
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